Toxoplasma gondii infection and neuropsychiatric disease: current insight
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Abstract: Toxoplasma gondii has always been associated with severe medical disease when acquired congenitally or under immunocompromised conditions. However, in the last decade, intensive research has shed light on Toxoplasma gondii as a latent chronic infection producing distinct neuropsychiatric symptoms and alterations in its intermediate hosts, such as humans and rodents. The peculiarities described range from the well-established attenuated odor aversion paradigm toward cat urine, in infected rodents to significant associations with psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia or bipolar disorder, to cognitive impairments, and increased traffic accidents. In relation to what has already been investigated to date, how could we explain such effects on the basis of what we know about the complex interplay of this intracellular permanent parasite and its host? This review systematically screens the recent literature, presents results from a physician’s point of view, and discusses possible mechanisms and further research lines.
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Introduction

There is growing data published, and evidence to show that Toxoplasma gondii (TG) infection is associated with distinct neuropsychiatric peculiarities even in immunocompetent hosts. Certain diagnoses were associated with TG infection in humans, ranging from neurologic diseases such as Parkinson’s disease, to pure psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia and affective disorders. On the other hand, behavioral peculiarities and changes have been described in animals and humans associated with TG infection. The attenuated normal aversion, fear, and flight of infected rats from cat urine odor has been shown in several studies and appears to be a teleologic helpful behavior change in the mice in order to help the TG parasite to expand. Other behavioral changes particularly in humans do not appear that understandable. However, fact seems to be that TG infection does have a significant impact on human and animal behavior.

The growing body of literature on TG and particularly psychiatric disorders and syndromes in the past 5–10 years is most likely through a funding issue. While in the 1990s, the idea of behavioral changes caused by a chronic infection such as TG was broadly judged as naïve, the strong belief of Fuller Torrey that there is an impact led to impressive funding in this line in the 2000s. Thus, on the one hand, data emerged that supported Fuller Torrey’s belief, and on the other hand in addition, the publication bias disappeared. Therefore, our knowledge has been sufficiently grown over the past 10 years.
It is now known that TG infection is associated with several neuropsychiatric diseases and behavioral changes in humans and animals, though it is not yet understood how it happens and what the mechanisms are. However, there is growing data showing that the mechanisms are complex, comprising humoral, immune, neurotransmitter, epigenetic, genetic, and structural effects.11

This review will present results of an up-to-date literature search in the well-established, biomedically oriented, and sound PubMed database; put together all diverse perspectives; and provide conclusions as well as speculations on the basis of the presented literature from a physician’s point of view.

Materials and methods
A literature search was done making use of the well-established, scientifically sound, and biomedically oriented government-run PubMed database on the following search terms: for TG and neuropsychiatric peculiarities, “Toxoplasma*” and neuropsych*” was used; for TG and psychiatric peculiarities, “Toxoplasma*” and psych*” was used; for TG and schizophrenia, “Toxoplasma* and schizophr*” was used; for TG and behavior, “Toxoplasma* and behavior” was used; and for TG and neurologic peculiarities, “Toxoplasma* and neuro*l*” was used. The results then were counted by the year of publication before 2000, 2000 through 2009, 2010, and later, by the category of review vs other types of articles.

The body of this literature search is the basis of this article.

Results
Publications by number and year
As can be seen from Table 1, the largest body of literature is with the search categories TG and neurologic peculiarities with 509 papers; the percentage of review papers is 14%. The second largest body of literature is with the search categories TG and behavior with 350 publications and without any effects of the years of publication, review article comprise approximately 11% of these 350 papers. The papers on human behavior seem to slow down with time, whereas the ones on animal behavior have been growing over time. The third largest body of literature is with the search categories TG and schizophrenia with 158 papers, and here the number of publications does impressively increase over time; 18% are reviews. The number of publications with the search categories TG and psychiatric peculiarities is still quite large with 146 papers showing the same impressive increase of publications over the years; only 12% are reviews. The very smallest number of publications is with the search categories TG and neuropsychiatric peculiarities with 37 papers only, also increasing dominantly over time; 16% reviews.

These numbers demonstrate that there are numerous publications and international and peer-reviewed data on the issue of TG and its impact on brain functions. Research on psychiatric outcomes has impressively increased during the last 5 years, whereas research on neurologic outcomes seems to have decreased. With this respect, it is noteworthy that one funding source, The Stanley Medical Research Institute (SMRI), has started to push research on possible associations between TG infection and the diagnosis of schizophrenia in the late 1990. The idea was that schizophrenia has increased in Western societies with the growing cat-holder ship indoors, and many individuals with schizophrenia had cats during their life span.10,12 This hypothesis did not find significant followers until Fuller Torrey got funding for research by the SMRI in the 1990s. If checked for the funding source, many of the publications from 2000 till today were funded by the SMRI. This enormous flood of data has shed light on TG and its effects on brain functions and behavior within only approximately 15 years, while TG infection has been known for more than 100 years already in humans.

Thus, we ask, what kinds of publications are there, and what do they tell us?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Results of the PubMed search by number and years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TG + neuropsychiatric peculiarities</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG + psychiatric peculiarities</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG + schizophrenia</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG + behavior</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG + behavior, humans only</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TG + neurologic peculiarities</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Listed are the search categories used with the total number of publications and the subsequent partition numbers by year of publication. The Review articles column give the total number of reviews among the total number of papers, and the percentage refers to this.

Abbreviation: TG, Toxoplasma gondii.
Publications by species
As mentioned earlier, there are data on TG infection in humans and in animals.

Publications on animals
In a recent publication, Parlog et al. present a murine model of chronic toxoplasmosis. They demonstrate that TG infection alters synaptic connectivity in distinct brain regions by modulating two key synaptic proteins, PSD95 and synaptophysin. In particular, the somatosensory cortex and the hippocampus were affected by a higher density of the TG lesions and activated residential glial cells as well as recruited immune cells. Quite in this line are the data by Evans et al. in rats. They showed that the localization of the TG cysts in the forebrain hand in hand with the immune reaction to the cysts is related to altered rat behavior, in particular the attenuation of predator odor aversion and anxiety. These latter behavioral changes in rats and mice have stimulated teleologic thoughts: TG might manipulate the behavior of its intermediate host so that the host becomes maximally prone to help propagate TG infection. If infected rats and mice moved deliberately toward the cats’ mouth, it could easily be conceived that TG would expand throughout all intermediate and final hosts across species. However, still it is puzzling how TG can manage this. Gatkowska et al. showed that TG infection in mice differentially modulated the monamine neurotransmitters in various brain regions with distinct differences between sexes. In this line is the finding that dopamine, one of the monamine neurotransmitters, by itself facilitates propagation of the TG cysts. Thus TG, a parasite at its best, makes use of its host’s organism in order to propagate its own life.

Publications on humans
There is a large body of literature associating particularly psychiatric but also some neurologic diseases, disorders, and diagnoses with TG infection by data on seroprevalence and/or serointensity of anti-TG antibody responses.

TG and neurologic diseases
With respect to neurologic diseases, there are data on Alzheimer’s dementia, Parkinson’s disease, epilepsy, and multiple sclerosis. Kusbeci et al. showed that seroprevalence, ie, anti-TG antibody titer, exceeds the cut-off, and serointensity, ie, the extension of the anti-TG titer above cut-off, were significantly increased with respect to IgG-antibodies in patients with Alzheimer’s disease compared to matched controls. Conterintuitively, Jung et al. suggest from their mouse model on Alzheimer’s disease that acute TG infection might attenuate particularly the cognitive symptoms by immunosuppressive mechanisms. On the other hand, in humans, the rate of infected individuals in a population increases with age reaching its plateau about already before the age of 60 so that acute infection in naïve individuals is rare after this age suggesting that a positive immunosuppressive effect by TG infection might not be particularly relevant by epidemiology. Miman et al. report a significant increase in seroprevalence in their patients with Parkinson’s disease compared to controls, whereas Celic et al. did not find any differences in their Parkinson’s patients. With respect to epilepsy, there are many publications but on epilepsy associated with toxoplasmosis exclusively, there are very few ones only. A very recent systematic literature review found six publications with sound data leading to a calculated odds ratio (OR) by a random effects model of 2.25 in favor of epileptic seizures associated with TG infection in humans.

With respect to multiple sclerosis, there is one seroprevalence study reporting a trend of increase in the patients compared to controls. In summary, there are few data on associations between TG infection and primary neurologic diseases; the vast body of literature is on various neurologic symptoms and possible associations with TG infection or TG infection in immunocompromised humans.

TG and psychiatric disorders
With respect to psychiatric disorders, there are many data published, most on the diagnosis of schizophrenia. Actually, the first publication ever found in PubMed by our search terms is by Delgado Garcia and Garcia Landa in 1979 using the intradermal test against toxoplasmin in schizophrenic patients vs controls. The first publication using blood antibody testing is by Choi et al. from South Korea in 1983, describing a slightly higher percentage of infected individuals with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder among all psychiatric patients (1.9%) compared to healthy controls (1.3%). Almost 20 years later, the next publication came up describing significantly increased anti-TG IgG, IgM, and IgA titers in the first-episode schizophrenic patients. There have been numerous publications in various patient samples and ethnicities from almost all over the world, for the most part showing increased seroprevalence and/or serointensity in individuals with schizophrenia. As we discussed in our large-scale epidemiologic study, it is critical to choose carefully the control groups and control conditions because of the nature of TG infection, eg, with respect to age, residential region, certain eating habits, and cat ownership. The few studies not finding significant
Effects with respect to the diagnosis of schizophrenia, for the most part did not carefully select the control groups, reported seroprevalence only which is not fundamentally different between patients and controls, or relied on one antibody class only, for the most part being IgG. The complex plasma antibody response to TG infection as well as the to date knowledge on the whole complex immune control in humans – with the antibody response playing no significant role – can be reviewed in, eg, Dupont et al. With respect to the human seroprevalence and intensity studies, bottom line is that diverging from many other infections and standard medical truth, IgM antibodies do not mean acute infection and disappear several weeks thereafter with IgG antibodies emerging and persisting. Still it is critical to interpret serologic TG antibody data with respect to state, duration, and activity of this chronic infection acknowledging that the antibody response does not seem to be a causal, critical mechanism of defense but rather a consequence of such mechanisms; however, it is crucial for clinical diagnostic reasons. In this line, the more recent efforts to link TG infection in schizophrenic individuals with the course of the schizophrenic disorder or the particular symptomatology still need to be considered with caution. However, Flegr’s very recent review argues already for such associations.

With respect to affective disorders, there are data from the third National Health and Nutritional Survey from the US showing that only bipolar disorder was significantly associated with increased seroprevalence of TG infection but not all other kinds of depressive only disorders. This is in line with a study from France reporting an OR of 2.7 among all seropositive patients for having bipolar disorder and a recent study from the US in patients with mania reporting an OR of 2.3. In our large-scale epidemiologic study, we did not find differences in seroprevalence but increased serointensity in patients with schizophrenia, with major depression as well as by a trend with bipolar disorder. There are scattered data for further psychiatric diagnoses, such as anxiety disorders and personality disorders. Anxiety disorders were recently shown not to be associated with higher seroprevalence but possibly with increased serointensity, whereas the additional diagnosis of a personality disorder in psychiatric patients was shown to significantly increase the likelihood for TG seropositivity.

Substances effective in the treatment of bipolar or schizophrenic disorder have been shown to also modulate reproduction of TG during in vitro cultivation. Furthermore, treatment trials have been done with add-on anti-Toxoplasma medication in seropositive psychiatric patients with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder. These data support the idea that TG might be involved in the pathophysiology.

However, looking back, all these data are critical with psychiatric diagnoses which are hypothetical clusters of symptoms which on their part are behavioral extracts (Figure 1). Thus, if the hypothesis on a psychiatric diagnosis is wrong, research data on this diagnosis will never yield concise results. Therefore, dealing with the aforementioned behavioral extracts appears much more promising.

TG and Behavior
Moreover, there are data on TG infection and human behavior. Stock et al tested a neurophysiological stop-change behavioral paradigm in healthy young individuals and found that those with latent TG infection had faster reaction times; faster reaction times are generally viewed as preferable, although this is questionable because from such experimental paradigms, there are no references to real human every-day-life-behavior. What reaction times are relevant for normal functioning? What is the range? Thus, as with all of these kinds of data which definitely do enrich our knowledge and understanding on the complex behavior and its modulation by TG infection, the categories of better and worse as well as the extension to usefulness in real life are to be left open. Pearce et al found that TG-seropositive individuals had significant slowing in the acoustic startle response paradigm with the schizophrenic-seropositive individuals showing the slowest response latencies. These results are in line with a study by Priplatova et al but they found in addition that this slowing attenuated with increasing duration of TG infection. Zhang et al reported that among their 54 suicide attempters in Sweden, seropositivity and intensity to TG infection significantly increased the probability of having a history of self-directed violence (ORs of 7.12 and 2.01) compared to the seronegative suicide attempters. These data are in line with a large population-based study from Denmark, which included TG testing of more than 45,000 mothers at the time of delivery, and for the following 11–15 years. Women had an increased relative risk between 1.5 and 2.0 for self-directed violence, violent suicide attempts, and suicide when seropositive for TG at delivery, and the

![Figure 1: Basic structure of neuropsychiatric diagnoses by behaviors/symptoms.](https://www.dovepress.com/fig1-basic-structure-of-neuropsychiatric-diagnoses-by-behaviors-symptoms)
higher the titers at delivery the higher their risk. A study from Mexiko found that serointensity is significantly associated with suicide attempts in psychiatric outpatients and not with seroprevalence per se.65 However, seropositivity was significantly associated with reflex impairment in neurologic examination, with increased travel activity and snake meat consumption.

The latter issue points to the still controversial discussion on how individuals acquire TG infection and whether socioeconomic and/or behavioral consequences of neuropsychiatric disease increase the likelihood for infection. In this line, does TG infection in humans modulate behavior in such a way that these individuals are more prone to reactivate/reinfect themselves with TG over and over being intermediate host for this infection? Whereas in rodents, the TG-induced impairment in the predator odor aversion behavior44–59 appears clearly teleologic in order to propagate TG, behavioral modulations in humans by TG infection in order to propagate TG seem much more complex and difficult to unravel if existing at all.

Flegr reviews the whole body of literature on associations between TG infection and behavioral paradigms as well as certain behaviors or consequences from behaviors such as excessive weight gain during pregnancy and increased risk of traffic accidents.60,61 Cognitive functioning by several paradigms has been investigated and found to be impaired in TG-infected individuals without and with certain psychiatric disorders.62,63 Recent research has also pointed to relevant cognitive performance impairment in TG-infected elderly individuals leaving broad executive functioning unimpaired.64,65 A very recent large population-based investigation in humans demonstrates by regression analysis that all kinds of cognitive impairments and variations also interact with sociodemographic variables such as the income-to-poverty ratio.66 These data emphasize once more that the interplay between TG and the human intermediate host is not restricted to biological mechanisms, but also affects the human host in his/her psychosocial network.

**TG and its “gut feeling”**

As TG typically is ingested orally, the gut mucosal immune system plays a crucial role in the systemic dissemination of TG. Findings of increased antibody titers toward nutritional antigens in schizophrenic or bipolar patients led to investigate associations between TG immunity and nutritional antibodies in these patients as well as to thoughts on how TG invades the gut mucosal barrier.75,76 Ontogenetically in parts derived from neural crest, the gut is much more neural networks and close to the nervous system than commonly perceived so that the emerging look at and findings on mucosal and brain immunity do make sense.77

In line with these findings on obesity and TG infection, Reeves et al reported an OR of 2 for obesity in psychiatrically healthy subjects with TG infection compared to those negative for TG infection.60 This could also be associated with interference of TG infection with the hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal hormonal axis as well as steroid hormonal systems in general and the regulation of hunger and appetite as well as cholesterol metabolism.81

**TG and its in-host-mechanisms of action**

Recent approaches make use of high-throughput-technology such as genome analyses for activated genes, finding many immune and other gene activation overlapping in TG infection and various diseases.67 Another hypothesis-driven approach is on the effects of dopamine on TG. Strobl et al15 found that in vitro dopamine activated TG toward tachyzoites and their proliferation in human fibroblasts and neonatal rat astrocytes. Dopamine excess on its part plays a role in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia and psychosis, in behavioral paradigms of behavioral control as well as in the kynurenine pathway induced by intracerebral TG infection.68,69 In a very recent study, Xiao et al demonstrated that microRNA-132, a cyclic AMP-responsive element binding (CREB)-regulated microRNA was systematically upregulated by all of their three TG strains used.70 By cross-linking microRNA-132 activity with transcriptome activity of TG, dopamine signaling was the strongest associated pathway. In mice, TG infection was followed by microRNA-132 upregulation leading to imbalance in monaminergic neurotransmitter systems, which can be associated with various behavioral and neuropsychiatric disease models in humans and animals. Jia et al likewise found upregulated immune transcriptomes in their murine model after TG infection with distinct effects by two different TG strains.71 With respect to immunologic mechanisms of host response and behavioral impact, there is the hypothesis of a T-helper-1-T-helper-2 imbalance and possibly CD8-mediated effect by latent TG infection coupling with such findings in psychiatric disorders.72 Another major immune and neurotransmission player is interferon-gamma that definitely is involved in immune response against TG even if the leading pathways remain unclear.73,74 Thus, “how and why Toxoplasma makes us crazy”60 is still unknown and many data and hypotheses interact on many interfaces between TG infection and behavioral peculiarities.
In this line are thoughts on increased cardiovascular risk in TG infected individuals. However, to date there are very few data only displaying a complex interaction that could induce higher cardiovascular disease as well as lower incidence depending on many more intervening variables that still need to be unpuzzled.82,83

Another point of interest is the finding that peripheral blood mononuclear cells displayed divergent immune and inflammatory responses depending on the schizophrenic patients being obese or not.84 Studies on eating behavior, TG infection, and neuropsychiatric diseases or behavior have not yet been published. However, our study on the behavior paradigm of delay of gratification in schizophrenic individuals with reference to eating behavior demonstrated impaired behavioral control of the patients on their eating behavior; unfortunately, we did not investigate TG serologies.85

So what do we know, and what can we make from all this knowledge as displayed in this article?

**Discussion/conclusion**

There is sufficient evidence that TG infection modulates behavior in humans as well as in animals and is more frequent in neuropsychiatric diseases such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, possibly Alzheimer’s dementia, epilepsy, and Parkinson’s disease, and TG infection might even play a role in obsessive–compulsive and addiction disorders.86 However, there are no 1:1 relationships. Thus, TG infection does not cause schizophrenia and does not exclusively drive any behavior. On the other hand, TG infection interferes with many molecular, cellular, and organismic systems of the host. With respect to the topic of this review article on neuropsychiatric disease, we suggest the following perspectives.

As can be seen from Figure 2A, the brain represents a system of abundant plastic neural networks functioning mainly but not exclusively through neurotransmitters. To our knowledge today, we may assume that every single human brain is unique by its genetics as well as its epigenetic and environmentally induced imprints by life history. The diverse neural networks are able to induce various behaviors. A distinct cluster of behaviors can be summarized with certain neuropsychiatric diagnoses such as schizophrenia or bipolar disorder. Thus, the bases of neuropsychiatric disorders are certain behaviors. Therefore, research on these target behaviors might be more elucidating than research on the diagnoses as a whole. As can be seen in the figures of this article...
article, diagnoses are arbitrary clusters of symptoms named diagnosis A, B, or C, whereas the individual symptoms and behaviors are much closer to pathophysiology, and coincide with more than one diagnosis.

As displayed in Figure 2B, TG in particular and any other nerotropic infection likewise interact with at least the immune and endocrine systems also targeting the brain. Thus, neuronal networks will be modulated producing diverse behaviors that then might cluster for psychiatric diagnoses. TG seems to be a very potent infectious modulator because as intracellular parasite, it remains active during the whole lifespan of its host and needs to arrange with its host: a) TG remains alive, b) the host remains alive, c) the host becomes prone to help TG to propagate, i.e., TG is spread through as many primary and intermediate hosts as possible. In this line, mice and rats approach cats to be eaten and infecting the cats that on their part then approach humans for infecting them and once having them infected humans keep the cats and develop behavior depending on their unique brain in interaction with the unique strain abilities of TG that is helpful in keeping TG alive. This teleologic view is supported by Torrey and Yolken12 and today in light of all the aforementioned transmit appear much less naïve than 20 years before. Furthermore, this significant increase in knowledge is essentially the outcome of the research funding initiatives of the SMRI in the 1990s. Thus, consequent and sufficient funding courageous enough to go for non-main-stream-research can induce significant knowledge and induce new mainstreams.

We know that successful psychotherapy, without any additional effects by substances, activates intracellular CREB-signaling pathways, with improvements in depressive behaviors.87 We also know that maternal cigarette smoking during pregnancy structurally modifies the infants’ brains with the consequence of distinctly impaired reward managing behavior making them prone to addictive behavior.88 We know that emotional maltreatment of infants leads to learning and reward managing behavior making them prone to addictive behavior.89 Thus, manifest latent intracellular parasite TG should be investigated for its ability to modulate human and animal behavior.

Furthermore, specific research is needed to unravel the strategies of TG. However, any kind of research done in this line will be worth it, and will unravel many fundamental facts about human and animal behavior.
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